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hilanthropy makes a splash

Parole
denied

&UREN ZIMMERMAN
laff Writer
It was an afternoon of water
mpics as the sun shined its
iiant beams into the glisten» water of Kjeldson pool,
ny people gathered together
s weekend for Delta
mma's 19th annual Anchor
lash.
Proceeds from Anchor
lash went to Stockton
mmunity Center for the
ind, and the Delta Gamma
d to Blind Foundation. This
just one of the philanthropic
ents UOP's Greek system
rticipates in. As traditional
immeets go, there were
any fun activities that took
[ace. Before the first splash of
|ater hit the pavement, the
mpetitors were off.
The relays included: The 200

ALEX ALDRICH
Staff Writer

residence hall was named after
her—and this is one way the
University can say thank you.
Other things being done to
improve Grace Covell's image
include redecorating in the
Tiger Lounge. New carpeting
has already been put in and the
lounge is due to be repainted.
There is also talk of new light
ing for the lounge, but it is
doubtful it will be done before
November's
celebration.
Council members are looking
through the UOP archives in
search of old pictures of Grace
Covell. They are looking for
pictures of people who used to
live there, and maybe even pic
tures from when the hall was
being built. Martinez said right
now the council is working on
more ideas to improve the

Steven Burns, the man
responsible for the 1979
murder of UOP freshman
Catina Salarno, was
denied parole for the fifth
time from the life sen
tence he is currently serv
ing at Vacaville State
Prison. His release was
contingent upon his reha
bilitation and fitness to
re-enter society, which
was deemed unconvinc
ing by the parole board he
faced last Tuesday.
As has happened on
each of his parole hear
ings, the Salarno family,
along with over 100 sup
porters, rallied against
Burns' release outside the
building where the hear
ing was taking place.
The Salarnos have
worked hard to gain pop
ular support, petitioning
against Burns' release.
But Burns' own conduct
m prison was
enough to dissuade the
parole board from his
release, petitions or other
wise.
Burns is known to
manipulate prison staff,
and has consistently bro
ken prison rules. In a
recent incident, he sent a
love letter covered with
his semen to an inmate at
a county jail. Prison Board
Commissioner Thomas
Giaquinto remarked, "I
think it is very insight
ful...all the therapy hasn't
helped him."
San Joaquin District

See Grace Covell, page 4

See Murder, page 5

Smiling Delta Gammas know that there is fun and excitement in the air at Anchor Splash.
yard medley, rubber ducky,
beach ball races, and the sweat
shirt and hannah doll competi
tion. Synchronized swimming
sizzled the crowd when the fra

ternities performed their vari
ous acts. Performances ranged
from Phi Delta Theta charming
the crowd with Backstreet Boys,
"Everybody," to Pi Kappa

Alpha's exciting performance
of
"Freaks of Industry."
Archania and Pheonix Society
took the crowd by storm with
See Anchor Splash, page 4

hanging the image of Grace Covell
ISTEN HUTMACHER
' Writer
In light of Grace Covell's foreth anniversary this year,
lead Resident Joe Martinez

and
the
Grace
Covell
Community Council have
decided to improve its image.
Cara Bledsoe, president of the
Grace Community Council,
said her goal for this year "is for

Students walking into the front of Grace Covell Residence Hall.

Thursday

the view of Grace to change so
that people to want to live there
next year, instead of looking
down on it."
The big celebration for this
year is on November 13th, in
the form of "40 Years of
Twilight." This is going to be a
special semi-formal dinner and
dance. Bledsoe said there will
be a DJ and is by invitation only.
All residents of Grace Covell are
invited and are allowed to bring
one guest. Invitations are also
being extended to President
DeRosa and other administra
tors and members of RHA.
Martinez said they're trying
to contact Grace Covell herself,
and perhaps her grandchildren
and great-grandchildren, to
extend invitations. Grace Covell
and her husband gave a lot of
money to the school—so the
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WEATHER

Sunny
Hi: 75 Low: 53
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Hi: 73 Low: 54
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Campus Crime Report

THE PACIFI

College Headline
UT grad student arreste

September 24 - 30, 1998

Daily Texan (U. Texas-Austin)

Prepared by Jerry L. Houston

THEFT
Where

Loss

Wh<»n

Stadium Drive
Sep 25
Faye Spanos Concert Hall Sep 26
John Ballantyne
Sep 29
WPC
Sep 30

Car battery
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle

MISCELLANEOUS
Where

When

Pacific Ave. & Knoles

Sep 25

President's Drive

Sep 26

Archania

Sep 27

What
Two subjects
arrested
Driver arrested
for DUI
Vandalism; door
kicked in

DID YOU KNOW?

ftaBssflss

esm?

a
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AUSTIN, Texas — A UT graduate student was arres
and charged with sexual performance by a child Friday
an alleged sexual relationship he tried to initiate with an
year-old Austin girl he met over the Internet.
Frederick Eugene Hutson, a 34-year-old UT doctoral c,
didate in geological sciences, was arrested Friday at 3
p.m. in the parking lot of a shopping center near Willi,
Cannon Drive and Brodie Lane, where he had allegec
arranged a rendezvous with the girl, the police affida
states. Hutson did not return phone calls Sunday.
According to the affidavit, the detective found Huts
online and began another conversation with him duri
whom he asked her if she had a picture, what she look
like, if she was home alone and if he could get her pho
number. During that session Hutson also sent the detecti
an e-mail message containing two pornographic pictures
one of Hutson nude and another of a woman in sexual cc
tact with two men, the affidavit states.
| According to the affidavit, the information linki
Hutson to the account. Police also said they conducted
driver's license search and checked Austin utility recor
to confirm Hutson's physical description and address.
Hutson was held in Travis County Jail overnight Frid.
and released on $7,500
Bond Saturday afternoon. If convicted of the secom
degree felony, Hutson could face a maximum of 20 years i
1 prison and a $10,000 fine.
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cademics are number one in the Creek community

:.X
LLEX
ZAMANSKY
Jews Editor

'Ustirl

Was
-Id f:
:ew

"The thing to remember is

D always put schoolwork

first," said Greek Council
'resident Adam Weimar.
Both the University and the
fireek Council have tried to
mild fraternities and sorori:ies more of an academic
society."
A scholarship report pro
dded by the Office of the
Registrar, reporting the GPA
>etween Greeks and nonCreeks, showed for the
spring semester of 1998 that
fraternity GPA averaged
C80, just a few hundredths
T a point behind an "allfmen's" average of 2.88. The
Isororities'
average
last
Jsemester showed a GPA of
13.08,
while
the. "allwomen's" average showed a
|3.04.
The social Greek system at
Pacific seems very commit
ted to high academics.
Alpha Kappa Lambda,
ranked number one in the
social fraternities last semes
ter. "Academics is. our num
ber one priority," said AKL
Vice
President
Ben

ONNPNHPIMPR
Oppenheimer. "ROFH
"Both

OUR
our
pledges and our active mem
bers have to be doing well in
school; it's one of our frater
nity ideals."
Sororities, like Tri-Delta,
encourage their members to
go to class. "We think that
academics are important,"
said Tri-Delt Scholarship
Chair Cassie Franck. "The
girls here think that scholar
ship is an important part of
self-pride." Delta Gamma
use incentives to maintain
their high GPA, which last
semester averaged out to be
3.13.
Jennifer Martella,
Scholarship Chair for Delta
Gamma said, "We have
incentives to increase GPA.
If you have good academic
standing you can hold offices
and participate in events."
High academics are not
only ideals of the fraternities
here. Archania believes that
setting high standards for
grades correlates to Fall and
Spring rush turnout. "GPA is
directly related to rush num
bers,"
said
Archania
President
Joe Thrasher.
"Without time management
and good grades, you fall
apart.'

^BBBAMBMSSMFFWPWPYR^UIMBMUM.1-PI"*.

W—« ••

^

Fraternity boys are well-known for tlieir parties, but they also pay attention to academics.
Many non-Greek students unless they wear letters."
were surprised to hear just Professor Doug Matheson of
how comparable fraternity the Psychology Department
GPA was to all-men's GPA. says the only difference he
"I was surprised," said has seen is when "they are
junior
Justin
Fitzhugh. pledging. But," he explains,
"Many of my friends that "historically that has always
went Greek saw their grades happened."
fall due to the increased
Among sororities, Delta
social activity."
Delta Delta ranked first at
Professors here at UOP 3.27 GPA. Delta Gamma fol
seem indifferent on the sub lowed at 3.13. Kappa Alpha
ject.
History Professor Theta was next at 3.06 and
Suzanne Pasztor said "1 real Alpha Phi carried a 2.80.
ly don't know who- is
Greek
Alpha Kappa
Lambda
-J--f u u
u i o u i i was
vv CtJ

first with a 3.00 GPA. Pi
Kappa Alpha was next with a
2.91 and Phi Delta Theta fol
lowed with a 2.81 GPA.
Archania was at 2.73 and
Omega Phi Alpha carried a
2.57.
"A fraternity or sorority
only exists with members,"
says
Phi
Delta
Theta
President
Noah
GoldJacobson. "The only way the
members exist is if they first
do well in school. After all,
1that
1 1 C I l is
1 3 why
V V 1 I V you're
I t Ihere."
ltrlt

Baggett out; President Pro-Tempore up for grabs
! DOUG HINKLE
I Staff Writer
Peter
Adams,
Matt
I Dunsden and Omar Tinocco
have been nominated for the
position of President ProTempore. A position which
was vacated after G. Jon
Baggett resigned his post.
The Pacifican was able to get
an interview with Adams
and Dunsden on their views
of the responsibilities of the
Pro-Tempore, Omar Tinocco
was unable for comment.
Both
Adams
and
Dunsden were asked what
three responsibilities of the
Pro-Tempore job they would
like to focus on.
Adams' three responses
included "communication
between executive and the
senate level, to increase and
promote student advocacy at
the executive level, be sure

that all Senators have the
resources to get their job
done."
This last issue was also on
Matt Dunsden's list with the
other two being "integration,
that is, letting the Senate and
the Executive [branches]
know what each other are
doing." And finally to
"allow for a open-minded
voice, to let people know
that I'm out there and will
ing to listen to what's going
on."
The
President
ProTempore, as outlined in the
existing unratifed constitu
tion, would be responsible
for chairing any impeach
ment hearings.
Matt Dunsden said that
his primary goal would be to
"make sure that the organi
zation continues and things
are followed through, so that
daily activity can be com

pleted." Adams' response to
a question regarding ProTempore
the
de-facto
Attorney General with the

"We're trying to run
off the unratified
Constitution, but
because it's not
ratified we're not
required to have a
judicial board."
Peter Adams
resignation of Tim Burridge,
was negative. The ProTempore does have a respon
sibility to let Senate and the
Executive board know if
someone is doing something
inapprobiate."
ASUOP at the present time
lacks a judicial board and

has for the past three years.
Due to lack of forsight, any
appeal to any rulings that
the by-laws committee made
cannot be checked properly.
Dunsden's reasoning for this
was that "presidents have, in
the past, not deemed it
apropiate and saw the judi
ciary board as being illdefined."
Senate Bill 13, which is
the unratified Constitution
that ASUOP is using, how
ever, does contain a designa
tion for the judiciary board
in Article Six. When asked
why ASUOP wasn't follow
ing this, Adams replied,
"We're trying to run off the
unratified constitution, but
because it's not ratified
we're not required to have a
judicial board."
The constitution also calls
for the previous President to
appoint two justices, and the

new one to appoint three
more. G. Jon Bagget, the per
vious
president,
never
appointed the two justices
which would leave it up to
President
Marzette
to
appoint all five justices.
Marzette would be unable to
use the Senate as an ad-hoc
judiciary board as outlined
in Article X, Section One,
which states that, "No per
son shall hold more than one
elected or appointed posi
tion in
the Executive,
Legislative and/or Judicial
branches..."
In fairness to ASUOP, this
unratified constitution is still
being worked on under by
laws. Both Dunsden and
Adams felt that "all the
members in by-laws were
pulling their weight in being
able to bring the constitution
before the students to be
voted on in the near future."

NEWS
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Anchor Splash.
Continued from page 1
their portrayals of "We're not
gonna take it" and "Hooked
On a Feeling."
Sororities Alpha Itii, Delta
Gamma, Delta Delta Delta, and
Kappa Alpha lheta demon
strated their enthusiasm by
performing a variety of chants
and cheers. While fraternities
Alpha Kappa Lambda, Omega
Phi Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha,
Alpha Kappa Phi, Phi Delta
Theta, and the Pheonix Society
offered words of encourage
ment to their competitors. So

SHt

what did the students of UOP
think of the turnout at Anchor
Splash?
Sophomore Shar
Tabatabai states "I thought it
was great seeing all the Greeks
show up and participate with
such enthusiasm."
Junior Oliver Weiss stated,
"It was a fun event that
demonstrated the unity and
supportiveness of the Greek
system."
Anchor splash was a suc
cessful event and it promoted
Greek unity while raising con
tributions for the Stockton
Community Center for the
Blind.

SON!
RA

Japanese Seafood & Steakhouse

Buy 3 dinners and receive
the 4th for FREE of equal
or lesser value
Ka H Bmtjamin Hob Dr.Str (}

John Smith wins Spanos Awa
The Pacifican
English Professor John
Smith has been given the
Faye and Alex Spanos
Distinguished
Teaching
Award. Smith has taught at
Pacific since 1970, when he
came to Raymond College.
He
teaches
English
Renaissance, author John
Milton and the metaphysics
poets.
"In addition to his out
standing skills as a teacher,
he is very talented adminis
trator,"
President
Don
DeRosa told a gathering of
College of the Pacific stu
dents and faculty this fall.
Smith served as associate
dean at Raymond, chaired
the English Department and

The Pacifican

•S'ftxAtrw. (.VI 05207

Counseling Center intern
Virginia Luchetti and her par
enting workshops were fea
tured in a column in the
Aueust 24 San
, 'V; i
Y
Tirnes

show us your LI)
&

626? Wesl Lane

receive a
discount!
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Bargain Matinees in (
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Slop in for detaih.
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|Rush Hour - PGI3
Early Show Fri-Sun (11:25)

I What Dreams May
Come - PG-13

di'

-

Weberstown
Mall

957-9995
Sorry, no double discounts
Present student I D.

s

now serves as director of
general education.
Smith a is a founder of the
Mentor Seminar program.
He is known among his stu
dents for the breadth of his
knowledge, openness in dis
cussion and supportive
comments for fledging writ
ers. One student wrote, "I
always felt that I could risk
a 'wrong' interpretation as
an effort to try out my ideas
without fear of ridicule from
Dr. Smith. Ultimately, he
referred me back to the liter
ary text and we studied fur
ther, in order to substantiate
or question a point a view."
Currently studying the
way
Shakespeare
was
played during California's
Gold Rush, Smith also

Making the news

WwlMxy. ..ntv Mot vaHit ullh .,nv othor
"fft r. or rarty bird
t.lmlu-d llmr only.

Students

The Pack

EarlXsh°ws

Fri-Sun (11:20,11 sm

A Night at the
[Roxbury - PG-13

!

School of International
Studies
political
science
Professor Jim Derleth was fea
tured in a front page Record
article Sept. 26 about his
adventure
suture as an election monitor'n Bosnia earl.erth,smooth.
Law Professor Mike Vitiello
was quoted in the Aug. 18
Oakland Montclarion about
the Oakland City Council's
discussion of Proposition 215,
the medical marijuana initia
tive. "What prosecutor in his
right mind would go after seri
ously ill patients seeking relief"
Vitiello said.
Intramural
Athletics
Director Carla Konet was fea
tured in a Sept. 23 Record story
noting her 19 years as the
women's field hockey coach
William Kehoe has become
the first from Pacific to be
named a fellow of the
American College of Clinical
Pharmacy.

ty-

Smith will address
college's students and fa
ty at Spring Convocation

Grace Covell
image of Grace Covell.
mentioned that juniors
Grace before have set
change already and c

u

We're using ti
forty year
anniversary as
chance to instl
pride in the
students"

mented on it.
said people in
really involved
munity and anx
a change this year,
inished with,
the forty-year
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\he Pacifican turns 90
lENT ALLEN

litor-in-Chief

birthday celebration
Iryone is invited to, The
|[fican, turns 90 this year.
14 |ce 1908 we've been
jrming the public, creatdiscussion, and chronihg the history of Pacific.
Jach week The Pacifican
(l feature an article from
of our issues of yesterto celebrate the chal|ges, accomplishments
failures of Pacific. As
fific itself approaches the
of 150, the history of
' great university is cornto the forefront of disIsion.
'he Pacifican has been
ilished every year since
[18 with the exception of
year during World War
A lack of staff and mate
rs forced the publication
shut down. The next
ir, however The Pacific
\ekly, as it was then
[led, started up again.
name was changed
1
|m The Pacific Weekly to
Pacifican when an
;mpt was made to move
la bi-weekly format.
Currently, The Pacifican
fers a wide range of ser
ies to student, staff, and

Intinued from page 1
Itorney Tori Verber credits
lrns as the most sophistiIted and manipulative
aate she has ever encounted. "Criminals like him

community
members.
Advertising, both classified
and display, is available at
affordable rates and as we
have in the past and shall
continue to be in the future
The Pacifican serves as a
voice to the Pacific commu
nity. Letters are always
welcome, we simply ask
that they carry a signature
and phone number for veri
fication.
As the turn of the century
approaches brining with it
rapid changes in the way
we distribute information
The Pacifican is growing.
We now offer a second
'publication', The Pacifican
Online is available by 12 am
Thursday morning, the top
content of The Pacifican is
featured at "http:/ /pacifi
can. uop.edu".
Your
comments
are
always welcome at The
Pacifican. One of our pri
mary goals is to facilitate
discussion between differ
ent groups on campus, stu
dents, staff, faculty, and
community members alike.
We hope you find these
tidbits of the past interest
ing. We always welcome
your comments as we con
tinue to serve you for the
next 90 years.
pose the greatest threat to
society. He's failed to accept
and understand the nature
of his crime. That's definite
ly our goal, to keep him
incarcerated for the rest of
his life." During the initial
1980 trial, the jury dead

me memory of Catina Salamo will always be remembered.
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The Pacifican Weekly, March 15. 1911

Name of Institution to
be changed

The University of the
Pacific is to change its name.
It will be known hereafter as
the College of the Pacific.
The University of the Pacific
Academy will be separated
from the college, and all
hereafter will be known as
the College of the Academy.
The changes were made
as a result of recommenda
tions made by President
Guth in his annual report at
the meeting of February 15.
The Trustees at that time
appointed a committee com
posed by Dr. Guth, G.W.
White, A.J. Percy to consider
the advisability of adopting
the suggestions and to
inquire into the legal aspects
of the changes proposed.
When the school was
founded in 1851 it was
hoped that it might eventu
ally expand to the status of a
university. The hope was
never realized, and the insti
tution has never undertaken
The
university work.
University of the Pacific has
never done, and does not
contemplate doing universi
ty work. The University of
the Pacific, or, rather, the
locked 11-1 for a first degree
murder conviction, but the
lone holdout agreed to a sec
ond degree murder convic
tion. Had the jury not dead
locked, Burns would not
have been eligible for parole
at all.
Burns has never shown
signs of remorse for commit
ting the murder, and sat with
a friend watching Monday
night football shortly after it
was committed.
This drama began while
Burns and Salarno attended
high school together in the
late 1970s, where they dated
for several years and were
very close. However, shortly
after graduation Catina
ended
the
relationship,
wanting to see other people.
When Catina came to UOP
that fall as a pre-med stu
dent, Burns enrolled as well,

College of the Pacific, aims
to be a college of high rank,
and has a splendid equip
ment for first-class college
work.
As a matter of fact, in the
late '50s the Trustees of the
institution organized a med-

When the school
was founded in
18S1 it was hoped
that it might
eventually expand
to the status of a
university:
ical school, which later
became the Cooper Medical
Institute and which the
Lei and Stanford
junior
University last year took
over as it medical depart
ment, but the University of
the Pacific's endowment is
entirely inadequate, and it
would be exceedingly futile
to undertake such a work in
the
face
of
Stanford
University
and
the
University of California,
whose magnificent incomes

allows them to do university
work.
The following resolutions
presented by Bishop Hughes
were unanimously adopted:
"We are pleased with the
financial showing. While we
are still in need of a much
larger income yet the current
expenses of the institution
have been splendidly met,
and the credit of the treasury
maintained in most busi
ness-like ways. Expending
between $50,000 and $60,000
for new buildings and
improvements on campus
and plant, we still have a
debt of only $15,000. "
The Faculty has been
improved and increased,
and already throughout
California comment is often
heard on the increasing edu
cational respect which the
institution is gaining."
"The Student Body has
been increased greatly, and
the
regular
College
Department has shown a
most gratifying growth,
while the mood and esprit
de corps of the University
have constantly changed
from better to better still."

his intent being the pursuit campus maintenance work
of Catina. Catina was ers passed by and saw
unaware
of
this,
and Catina's body in the bushes,
received a phone call from but thought it Only to be a
Burns while at freshmen ori prank and didn't give a sec
entation requesting that they ond glance.
meet that night at Long
The
Salarno
family
Theater. Surprised, but want remains strong despite the
ing to put an end to her tragedy it has endured,
acquaintance, she agreed to uncommon for families of
meet Burns. At the theatre, homicide victims. Each time
Catina walked away from Burns comes up for parole,
Burns saying, "leave me the Salarnos continue their
alone," after which Burns fight to keep Catina's killer
shot her point blank in the behind bars. And two or
back of the head.
three times a year, the
The gun Burns used was Salarnos visit the site where
one he had stolen from their daughter died, leaving
Catina's father, adding pre a rose and a note saying,
meditation to his murder "Our
beloved daughter
charge. Coroners reported Catina Rose Salarno died on
that she bled to death over UOP campus at this spot
the course of three hours, but September 3, 1979. We miss
cannot be sure that she could you and love you! Mom and
have been saved if discov Dad, Regina and Nina, your
ered in time. In fact, several sisters."
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The death of a long time UOP mascot
As opposed to last week, the
following editorial is a criti
cism of the action taken in the
changing of the logo and mas
cot. The following is intended
to spark a reaction. If the read
er so ivishes, he/she map write
or
email
us
at
pacifican@uop.edu. If a group
so wishes, they may even try to
lynch the opinion editor, if they
can catch him.

Students returning to
campus this fall immediate
ly noticed and had to accept
a few changes. Aside from
the horrid change in which
students must rise before
noon and go to class, the
campus showed signs of
PFS (that's Post 49ers
Syndrome). This was appar
ent in the void that was once
the Baun Fitness Center.
Then there was Tommy.
Tommy the Tiger had
been a beloved mascot here
at Pacific for many years.
Fie was cute and friendly,
and it was this kind of atti
tude that killed
him.

Although the new mascot
may have some of the same
qualities as Tommy, it will
not be our beloved Tommy.
Over the summer a meet
ing was held to determine a
new logo for Pacific. The
decision to change the logo
and mascot had already
been made. Tommy was
deemed to be to loveable
and cute. It seems that
Pacific would be better off
with a man-eating tiger who
could make the opposition
wet
themselves
before
games. So it was without
any hesitatation whatsoev
er, as soon as the bulk of the
students left campus to
enjoy summer, Tommy was
shot dead and work began
on finding a more intimidat
ing replacement.
In the rush to kill our
beloved tiger, the Athletics
Department failed to even
consider the students. In a
university which is so stu
dent-oriented, would it
have been so difficult to at

least get some student feel
ing about the change before
the decision was made?
In a conversation with
ASUOP President Russell
Marzette, who was at the
meeting in July to determine
the new logo, expressed sur
prise at the sudden nature
in which the change took
place. It seems that the deci
sion to change our logo and
mascot came as an almost
complete shock to all but
those whose decision it was.
Former ASUOP president
Jon Baggett has said that
probably 25% of the ASUOP
office had no idea that the
change was taking place.
You are probably wonder
ing why, with such a big
deal as a new logo and mas
cot, did the key players
move so quickly? The time
in which this decision was
made was calculated to
sneak this by the students.
With no students around to
sit up and take notice, there
would be little heat brought

Pacifican editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view' Mail us a
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down about the creators of
this change.
As a sports fan in general,
I try to make as many games
as possible. The one thing
that became apparent at
every Pacific game, besides
the incredible amount of
drunk students wearing
Greek letters (not just frater
nity men), were the children
at the games wanting to
"see Tommy." It is this kind
of family image that you
would think an athletic
event would want to have.
It would show at least
some intelligence from our
"Tommy Killers" to invent a
new mascot that does still
attract
the
children.
Children do not come to
games for the intense sport
ing action, they come to see
the mascot. In order to con
tinue this tradition, let us
hope that the new mascot
will share some of the quali
ties that Tommy will be
remembered for.
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Question of the week
COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

How do feel about the changing of
the mascot?
I miss Tommy he
was really cute!
-

Becky Curry
Sophomore
When it comes time
for basketball season;
Tommy the Tiger
represented our
school, Tm not sure
how it's gonna be like
now;
Eric Brophy
Sophomore

I I have never heard Monica
Lewinsky speak. Roseanne
recently offered her one milion dollars for an interview
pn her new talk show. What
kould Monica would have to
Say? News reporters have
given us different pictures of
Monica: the naive victim of a
lecherous sex scandal, the
seductress seeking the older
nan, the ambitious woman
rying to improve her career.

PRELAW

WORKSHOP

.

scared if the mascot
looks like the picture.
I don't see a
representing our
school.
Kristen Meserve
Senior
Bienvenidos Amigos To:

TEFA TAQUER1A

here: WPC 203
hen: Thursday Oct 15
4:00 P.M.

I ffiVm

• Tacos
• Tamales
• Tortas
• Combinaciones
• Nachos
• Quesadillas
* Camarones • Enchiladas
• Burritos
• Hot Plates
* Carnitas
* Menudo y Birria Sat. & Sun.

[ftPf ••••
JKIU

1205 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 476-8802

i

The Following Information
Will Be Covered:

i
*

1. How do 1 select a Law School?

3

2. How do I apply to Law School?
3. What is the LSAT/LSDAS?
4. Do I need to take a Prep, course
for the LSAT?
5. What should I write in
statement of purpose?
6. Other questions students might
have will be addressed.

1
M,
jpl
, fg»
J4jSB»

Open Daily 10:00 AM TO 9:00 PM
College Square Shopping Center
NEXT TO MERVYN'S

Its a good
compensation for
taking away our
football team.
Charlene Lapus
Sophomore

I really like the
change.

See page 6 for The Pacifican's
response to the mascot change
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Musings on UOP's campus housing practices
Pacifican writer reflects on unequal housing quality and personal experiences
ALEX ALDRICH
Staff Writer
A good friend was over for
dinner the other night, and atop
his soap box insisted I write an
article in The Pacifican about the
stagnant water piped into his
room at Archania. I called him
crazy and offered him some of
my water here at the townhouses, not exactly Black
Mountain, but certainly palat
able.
He said it was better here,
and began to speculate on the
mysterious biological reactions
occurring during the water's
stay in Bums Tower. He then
uttered something about drink
ing beer instead of water, and I
gave him a sympathy laugh
and told him not to hold his
breath on the article.
This will be my seventh
semester of campus-provided
accommodation here at Pacific,
but don't let my choice to live
here serve as any sort of adver

tisement.
Between three semesters in
Grace Covell, one in Southwest,
and this being my second in the
townhouses, I've come to real
ize that for the same amount of
money, there are vastly differ
ent qualities of life and accom
modation offered in each living
space at this university.
My first evidence of this
comes from my freshman year
in Grace Covell, when I lived
on the pressure cooker-esque
third floor. I was very lucidly
assigned a roommate who
claimed a severe allergy which
required cool air to soothe, so
we got AC. I think we were one
of nine rooms on the floor with
AC, leaving the masses to suf
fer endlessly through the hot
months.
Our faithful AC ran nonstop
that year, per the demands of
my rather delicate roommate,
as did the various box-fan
schemes set up by other occu
pants of Grace not so fortunate

as I. We all paid the same price,
but some of us got considerably
more livable spaces.
The next year found me on
the third floor of Southwest, in
a strangely shaped room in
which three of us were to some
how coexist. Between the three
of us there were but two closets,
and I arrived last, left with the
top bunk and S.O.L. on space to
hang my clothes. I tried to get
along sharing closet real estate
with my roommates, but they
offered little, and resented that
which they gave up.
In Grace I had had enough
closet space to hang my
wardrobe three times over, but
in Southwest, my $24,000
would
buy
me
none.
Complaints were filed, blame
was shifted, action went untaken.
I went to the top with my
gripes, and three weeks later,
my RA showed me to
Southwest's storage room. This
room, easily the size of two bas

ketball courts, was filled with
furniture of varying age and
quality, amongst which was a
closet. A cabinet large enough
to house two people, with a bar
running from one end to anoth
er. Just for me. "Great, I'll take
it!" I said.
"Lift on three," I heard.
Pissed that moving this behe
moth had become my responsi
bility, I was exceedingly
unsparing in smashing the clos
et into the stairwell walls as me
and three others manipulated it
to my room. Oh, my Southwest
room had AC too. Most don't.
Currently in the townhous
es, I observe with my senses of
sight and smell the differences
in carpet quality between the
apartments. Some
places
appear not to have been paint
ed since construction...others
do. C-section's kitchens have
bright fluorescent lighting. A &
B don't. A few apartments have
brand new air conditioners. My
couch is brown and feels like

unpadded burlap- T~he i
and C-section have plush;
couches, with padded ^ntu
The water on campus is
and barely suitable to b,
with. The townhouse tap w
is fine. Grace rooms biave;
Manor has no parkingThe situation I'm il lustra
here is not that some place
campus are nicer to live in I
others, but that for the s
amount paid, many of us I
severely defident housing
ditions compared to others
Although we're givei
choice on where we war
live on campus, I don't thi
choice should have to be n
or even offered on reason
air temperatures, comfort
bedding, the presence of
min, etc. Standards must
established and adhered to
not pleading for every rocr
campus to be of Medal
Center-UC standards, bu
least that basic housing ni
be provided equally.

Dining services strive to improve authenticity

nr VERA
\rEDA
JOSEPH DE
Staff Writer

I was eating dinner with
my friend, Gwen Schmul in
the Grace Covell dining hall,
when she turned to me and
asked, "How's the meatloaf?"
I responded, "It's better than
usual." Her odd question
about the meatloaf sparked
my curiosity about the
improvements and changes

:
lhas made
i and.
dining services
plans to make this year.
Chuck Douros, Director of
Dining Services, defines the
quality of food on "how
authentic it is." Authenticity
and variety are the two factors
that the dining services team
has pushed for this year.
Their focus is to be creative in
their menu selection, but also
with the interaction of stu
dents.

Dr. Carlos Rangel

We specialize in sports and auto injuries.
Students welcome to call for free consultation.

The Waterfront Warehouse
445 W.Weber Ave. Ste# 242 • Stockton, CA 95203
Phone: (209) 948-5070
Fax: (209) 948-5995

.

.

American Graffiti Night
held in Elbert Covell and
Adam Sandler Night in Grace
Covell were two perfect exam
ples of the creativity that the
management team has to
offer. "The themed dinners
are a good idea. It works well,
and students have a lot of
fun," commented sophomore,
Anna Lynn De Guzman.
Douros, along with the
managers,
have worked
together to design new menus
and keep meals interesting.
"The potential for boredom is
always there. We try to make
meals fun and unpredictable.
We do this through planned
programs, themed meals,
gourmet nights, and steak
nights," stated Dorous.
An improvements commit
tee has been formed to brain
storm ideas for change in the
Grace Covell dining hall.
Manager of Grace Covell,
Jeremy Katka, sits on the com
mittee. Katka said, "We want
to create an atmosphere where
students can feel more at
home."
Both Katka and

'

Dorous would like to add
Dining Services has
more exhibition stations to been working on the vegi
Grace Covell.
Currently, an needs. "At every i
Grace Covell has make-your- there's always soup, s,
own pizza's, pastas, salads, and hot or cold entres for
and stir-fry at the exhibition etarians," stated
Dor
station. Katka added, "It's a Students also have a
really versatile area for us, and ness" option entre w
students like it."
includes food that are loi
On the other side of the saturated fat, sodium,
campus, Elbert Covell has cholesterol. If students \
added a few features this year. any medical or health ne
Richard Gleason, manager of dining services will provic
Elbert Covell, has worked special meal for them as w
closely with Sergio Faccio, the
So far, Dining Services
Executive Chef for dining ser improved the quality :
vices in developing and selection of food. If they c
expanding the selection of tinue to be creative in tr
food.
selection, students will
Elbert Covell has featured longer be discouraged to ea:
an
Udon
station
and the dining halls. Students ;
Hawaiian Night every Friday also offer recipes from he
night. Gleason is also work that the dining halls may ;
ing on planning more themed to prepare new entrees.
dinners. Dining Services at
So, if you ever want a he:
Elbert has also offered stu cooked meal, get a recipe fr.
dents the option of eating in back home and give it to c
the small courtyard on the of the friendly and accomr
side. Tables and chairs were dating managers. "The wa
recently placed outside for suit the needs of my ci
students to enjoy the warm tomers is just to listen," sa
weather.
Douros.

^QFIJ OCTOBER 8, 1998
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Student voice of disapproval: UOP's logo change
Dpnr Editor,
Fdifrtr
Dear

"he

Frustration is by far a
lighter adjective than one I
would choose. What is the
problem with UOP? Last
time I checked, any universi
ty anywhere is solely based
around the students. After
all,
without students, the
istrat
entire
administration and fac
laces
ulty would be out of a job.
This being the case, I would
venture to assume that any
major issues and decisions
concerning the university
would have some room for
student opinion and repre
sentation. So now to the situ| ation at hand...Who's deci
sion was it to change the mas
cot? The last issue of the
Pacifican said there was a
meeting to decide about the
change and at this meeting
was student representation.
ASUOP was also represented
at the meeting along with
members of UOP's athletic

Ushi

C
J _
R • .
department. Sounds
fair,
doesn't it?
Well, I personally talked to
the Student Body President
who attended the meeting.
Apparently, the entire stu
dent body was represented
by two students. And in all
reality, the meeting was not
to decide whether or not their
would be a change, but rather
to decide between two new,
already determined Tiger
mascots. Did anyone mention
this meeting took place in the
summer?
How quaint to have a
meeting of such proportions
when the majority of the stu
dent body is not around.
So...who killed Tommy? You
guessed it, the same people
responsible for raping the
Baun Fitness Center of all it's
student
used
equipment...Pacific Athletics.
Yep, apparently, the student
body has taken a back seat to
the almighty Athletic Dept.

V R

«

Now
don't
get
me
wrong...1 Like sports as much
as the next person and I truly
believe athletics to be a vital
part of any educational insti
tution. It's also a major source
of income for schools and
ours is nothing to laugh at.
Big Mike gave us an incredi
ble amount of national atten
tion, and UOP has definitely
prospered from it. But 1
believe UOP has made one
major mistake...they seem to
have switched their attention
from students to sports.
It started with the 49ers.
Once it was decided the 49ers
were to use our facilities
there was an incredible
change on campus. Dorms
that had housed students
before with no air condition
ing were now being renovat
ed for our football guests.
Someone in the administra
tion decided it would be best
to build an entirely new
weight room instead of

improving the one we
already had. Heaven forbid
we save money and, in the
process, provide a service to
the students as well. So now
all members of BFC who
signed last semester came
back to a weight room of
lower standards: one that
lacks
a
Strength
and
Conditioning Coach (yes, he
talked to non-athletes too!).
And then there's Tommy.
Athletics decided that UOP
was too "warm fuzzy" look
ing so they took it upon
themselves to make a change.
They did not consult the stu
dents about it and like cow
ards, made the change during
a time when no students
were here to defend it. If they
do decide to rebuke this argu
ment and say they had been
working on it for months,
why wasn't the student body
notified? I've even asked all
the Alumni I know about
their feelings on the change

and not one has supported it.
So what's it gonna be
next? Is Athletics going to
determine our schedules?
Will they tell us where to
walk? In closing, all I offer is
a fair warning, especially to
all you new Freshmen out
there...Beware, Big Brother is
watching. He has no care in
the world about your time at
UOP. He only cares about
one thing: publicity and
money. See you at the
games...that's all we have
left.
Sincerely,
Derik Stone
Graduate Student,
Dept. of Biology

Organ&Tmie
D O N A T I O N

Share your life. Shaie your decision,®

Assistant Dean attempts an apology
DCflf
F.dttnrr
Dear Editor:

If President Clinton can do
it, I can do it. Apologize, that is.
Many people have told me
that the tone of my last letter to
the Pacifican was offensive.
I They thought it insulted and
besmirched President De Rosa,
the Library, the Pacifican, Alex
Zamansky, books, and Knoles
lawn. This surprised me.
Because I didn't think that
many
people
read
the
Pacifican.
There are two possible prob
lems that account for this view
of my letter: I) Them: they're
not used to dealing with satire,
irony, or playfulness in the
Pacifican; or 2) Me: I wield my
sense of irony no better than
Alex Zamansky wields his
syntax. Since I'm trying to
apologize here I won't reveal
which interpretation of the
problem I subscribe to.
However, if my associates
believe I should apologize, I
take that seriously and will do
my best to apologize for them.
Even though I have never hes
itated to apologize for my asso
ciates, and in the past they've

a1ura\rc enoinnri 4<-«
^CC
always
seemed to take offense
at it.
I even stayed late after work
late to draft this letter of regret,
but was interrupted by a meet
ing concluding in the confer
ence room across from my
office. I was stunned to learn
they'd been over there dis
cussing an internship require
ment for all UOP students!
Doesn't anyone around here
follow events in the White
House and the role internships
played in nearly toppling the
Presidency? What other hon
ored institutions are we hoping
to bring tumbling down by
promoting internships! And
what self-respecting student is
willing to be identified as an
intern after the notoriety and
ridicule Ms. Lewinsky has
brought to the office?
But it sounds like this intern
ship requirement is nearly a
done deal so the best I can do is
offer a few guidelines
I) Internships should reflect
working life realities. The aver
age person changes her/his
jobs 12 times over a lifetime;
students should have to move
through 12 different experien

>• _1 i

•

.

tial learning environments in
the course of an internship,
including the experiential
learning that comes of being
fired from at least one.
2) Students named Monica
should be exempt from the
internship requirement or at
least forced to legally change
their name for the duration of
the internship. This is no minor
issue for us at UOP. I checked
the GroupWise address book;
we currently have 14 students
named Monica. UOP could
become the butt of withering
ridicule if very many of them
ended up as interns so named.
3) English majors should
only be allowed to intern in
unemployment offices so their
experiential learning is as real
world as possible. English
majors who are offended by
this suggestion should remem
ber that you could come to
worse ends: both the Provost
and I were once English
majors.
I'd try to offer more sugges
tions but I'm still tied up advis
ing DeRosa on his technologi
cal makeover.
Oh! Did I remember to apol

ogize? Sorry. I publicly apolo
gize for President Clinton's
behavior
with
Monica
Lewinsky.

For a free brochure call

1-800-355-SHARE.

Wi

Coalition on Donation

(209) 474-1754

Ron L. Ray
Library Worker

Attention
Student X...
A name and
number are
required before
a letter will be
printed.
The Pacifican

"Mexican Restaurant"
Food To Go • Catering

W* Delicious Mexican
food with a twist
7217 Pacific Avenue • Stockton, CA 95207

Y

Gregory Vietz
Owner
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COCKTAILS

Where You Can Throw Your Nuts on the Floor

Stockton's Best Kept Secret
Tues: $1 tequilla shots

Mail us a letter, or
drop one off at our
office on the third
floor of Hand Hall,
or e-mail us at
pacifican @ uop.edu.

Wed: $2 Millers +
South Park
at 10:00 PM
Thurs: $1 Bud's

Party on the Weekends!!
(209) 941-4272
1328 E. Harding Way • Stockton, CA 95205
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Director finds careers for UOP students UOP
intern
nation Is
capitol

Ford hails from Vermont, then some student's classes.
where he was born and edu Ford starts his work day
cated. His educational back around 7:30 am with quite a
Are you having a hard time ground consists of his BA in heavy load. Everyday is dif
finding a job, or maybe you political science and his MA ferent, as Ford works on tech
would like to be a part of the in educational administration nology projects along with
wonderful internship pro
gram that UOP supports?
The Career and Internship
Center is located on the sec
ond floor of McConchie Hall
to answer student's questions
and most importantly to suc
cessfully find jobs and intern
ships for undergraduates and
alumni. The man that works
to provide these services is
one of the brand new faces
here on campus, but he is def
initely not a new-comer to his
field.
Marty Ford is launching
into his seventh week as the
Director of the Career and
Internship Center. He feels Marty Ford is the Director of Career & Internship Services.
he has made a very positive
transition into his new posi and leadership. Before Ford his staff and does administra
tion. Ford enjoys working came to UOP, he worked in a tive work.
Ford is a very friendly
with his staff and various stu similar but smaller program
dents that come into the cen at the Internship Center at "people" person. He began
his career keeping his main
ter for help or advice. Ford Vermont State University.
provides career counseling
Ford's favorite aspect of his goal in mind at all times. His
and also helps the people that career here at UOP is meeting goal was to help train people
come in to find part-time the people that make up UOP, and help students to see the
employment opportunities. including the faculty and the real world with the intern
He assists in the learning students. He enjoys having ships he helps to arrange and
process students use to find a the opportunity of getting to make sure they succeed after
job through workshops and know them and understand graduation. Ford is very for
various classes. UOP has ing them as individuals. Ford tunate to have been raised in
been successful in landing says, "it is always fun to meet a very close knit family. His
parents always supported
permanent job placements for new people!"
A day in the busy life of him and provided a strong
graduate students and alumm.
Marty Ford begins earlier foundation for a good educa

LARA ZAMANSKY
Calendar Editor

tion. His teachers in high
school challenged him to look
beyond the automatic given
in life.
Ford feels that college is
one of the most important
and fun adventures in life.
College is a huge learning
environment and a exercise in
personal judgment.
Ford
expressed that, "college is
one of the few times in life
before your career that you
have freedom." He feels that
a person is most likely not
going to remember what he
or she learned in the class
room, but he or she will
remember the relations they
had and the people they
shared their good and bad
times with. The relations
made in college are the ones
that are longer lasting than
ones from any other time in
life.
Even though you do not
come back as a freshman
every year, Ford believes,
"transition is always continu
ing." An important idea to
keep in mind is that college is
a journey, not a trip and that
everything that one experi
ences ( even outside the class
room), is part of education.
Ford believes that,"the end
result is not the goal, but the
process to make the goal hap
pen is." Ford is ready to help
out in any way he can, so go
and see him at McConchie
Hall!

Theatre season opens Friday evening
tious high school cheerlead graduation. Though they are
ers, all sharing the same still the best of friends, the
goal:
getting the crowd audience is beginning to see
Have you bought your pepped up for the football some individual characteris
tickets yet? Well it's time!! game. The women are not tics that draw the women in
The Department of Theatre driven by individuality, but different directions.
Many years later, the three
Arts opens their season rather popularity. And noth
women get together for a
tomorrow night with the bit ing would tear them apart.
tersweet comedy, Vanities.
As time moves on, the brief reunion. Their lives
The play examines the effect audience sees the three have taken different paths
that time and the changing of women as they are about to and their friendship is
lifestyles has on a friendship. graduate from college. As ambiguous. It's similar to
Vanities begins in 1963 when they try to plan sorority picking up your high school
the three characters, Joanne, rush, they also anticipate the yearbook, giving an old
Kathy, and Mary are ambi changes in their lives after friend a call, and finding it

DEPARTMENT OF
THEATRE ARTS

very hard to keep a conver
sation.
Playwright Jack
Heifner captures this feeling
of realism alarmingly well in
Vanities.
"Side-splittingly funny at
times, razor sharp in its
depiction of an era, the play
captures the spirit of women
so caught up in the ailAmerican game plan that
they don't realize that the
game has been called on
account of rain." Vanities
See Vanities, page 11

CAREER AND
INTERNSHIP CEOSrTi

Michael Kojis, a EStxsine
major at UOP, is current
working in WasHirtjtr
D.C. as an intern for I
President's Council :
Sustainable Develop* rw
Kojis explained the conn:
is an organization of rep:
sentatives from the pur
and private sector as well
the government.
TT;
groups discuss corn jk
environmental issues a:
make recommendations
various political en tiff
including the President
the United States.
Kojis is working as se
port for the various t.
forces within the Count
He is working particular
close with the Intern a tio r
task force. Along
wi
answering phones, maki.
copies and doing odd jot
Kojis is conducting resean
on two independen, an
crucial projects.
Kojis reports that t
experience has been invah
able. " I wouldn't know ha.
of the things about
industry if it were not f
this
internship
claimedKojis. For Kojis t
internship links directly
his desired career gc
which has little to do v.
politics. "Washington, D
is where it's at regardless .
what you want to do
would encourage every or
to do it."
For more informat
about international, natio
al or local internships a
tact Jody Smith at
Career and Intern-:
Center, 946-2273.
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send UOP students into careers

Daths.

(INTER

•ing a student isn't easy,
ring to choose a major and
Ending four years and
lusands of dollars on a
j;ree that seems relatively
Irthless can be a little trus
ting. Realizing the difficul
ty choosing a career path
Career and Internship
iter is presenting the
|'ege to Career panel series.
panel series will feature
eral representatives from
linesses and organizations
ping from a wide range of
[fessions. The professionals
discuss their educational
kground as well as their

c.\

Attending the discussions
will be an invaluable experi
ence both for students trying
to choose a major or formu
late a career path and for stu
dents who are unsure of the
opportunities available with
in their field of choice. Next
week three panel discussions
will be held. On Tuesday
October 13 the panel will
focus
on
Arts
and
Entertainment.
Peter
McMullin of Fantasy Records
will be moderating the dis
cussion. Featured guests
include: Rebecca Nichols of
Bill Graham Presesnts, Dr.
Diane Borden, an English pro
tuuu'ra "i
fessor who T
specializes
in film
miji

> •

„

and
filmmaking,
Donna
Wessells and Larry Creel of sion on Thursday, October 15 Federal Bank and finally John
Creel productions, a video will emphasize marketing Schoenecker with Harris
and advertising. Dr. Ray Moran Seeds.
production agency and finally
Sylvester will be the modera
The panels will expose stu
Dr. Richard Etlinger of the
tor. Featured guests include: dents to an exhaustive repre
Conservatory of Music.
Steve Searle of Federated sentation of professionals and
On Wednesday, October 14,
Insurance, Doug Ulrich with answer many important
the panel focus will be on
Ulrich and Associates, Mark questions for students. All
engineering. Featured profes
Edwards
of
Cintas students and faculty are invit
sionals will include: Pam
Corporation, Paul Vogelzang ed to attend all of the panels.
Musgrove
of
Hewlett
with
Providence Every panel discussion will
Packard, Ms. Jaye Girourd of
Communications, a rapidly take place from 3:30 to 5:00 in
Compaq, Connie Rouchek of
growing firm that recruits the McCaffrey Center Pine
Anritsu
and
Lieutenant
heavily from UOP, Heather Room. For more information
Krause, a recruiter for the
MacDonald with Guarantee contact the Career and
engineering program in the
Internship Center at 946-2361.
US Navy. Dave Roseli director
TEAM
LEGENDS
of Co-Op education for the
SCREENPRINTING
Engineering department will
43 YEARS of QUALITY
be moderating the discussion.
"Manttys
rtnany
Finally ithe panel discus
EMBROIDERY

tudent copes with loss
^GINIA LUCHETTI,
•inseling Center
est Writer
kar Counseling Connection,
just found out from my parthat my dog, Louie, died of
oke and heart failure. Louie
>een such an important part
y life. I'm so sad. It feels
a human has died. Am I
|y to be feeling this way?
ery Sad
[car Very Sad,
's perfectly normal to be
when your dog dies. It
ids like you and Louie
a special relationship. In
y ways the relationship
had with Louie is as
jortant as the relationis you have with your
ids and your family. It is
icult to lose someone
ine or human) when you
le shared special times
memories together,
lease allow yourself to be
It is alright to cry. If you
religious, perhaps visitchurch or Morris

I

jnities.

jtinued from page 10

its title from the vanity
|es that the women
at to during intermiss to change their appearas the time changes in
view of the audience,

Chapel would help and pro
vide you time to meditate
about Louie's meaning in
your life.
Another idea is to look up
at the night sky and dedicate
a star or constellation to him.
That way, whenever you feel
like you want to be with
Louie, you can look up at the
stars and feel his presence in
your life. The most impor
tant part of your healing is to
allow yourself to experience
that sadness that you are
feeling, and to ward off any
ee ings o guilt that you
""S
. u
link about how much
) ou enriched ma
his ore
life ana
and
bow much happiness you
rovided for Louie. Think
provided
P
about how much happiness
Louie brought to your life
and the many lessons he may
have taught you.
Before long, you will be
feeling better. But it sounds
like Louie will always have a
special place in your heart.
Best wishes,
Counseling Connection

T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!

Feeling troubled? If you
have a situation that is caus
ing you distress, and you
would like some advice
about the situation, please
send
a
note
to
the
Counseling
CenterAttention:
Counseling
Connection. The note can be
anonymous if you wish. If
you prefer to send an e-mail,
please send it to Anelise
Krause, Counseling Center
office
manager
at
akrause@uop.edu. If you are
on the Groupwise e-mail system'

^ simply
akrause. Be assured that all
mail that we receive will be
treated confidentially. Your
name will
will never
nevpr be used.
„co,4
name
her address

We will do out best to
answer all of your questions
as quickly as possible. You
can usually expect to see
your
question
in
The
Pacifican within two weeks.
As always, if you feel the
need to speak with a coun
selor about your situation,
please call 946-2225.

but an undertone exists that
the
rm/fbvanity
i, •of the American
•
,
myth is being examined as

October 9. The play will
continue
that weekend, as
«-"iumue mat
a:
well as the following week-

The play wiljI open ,„mor.

T„ OctblT. ^ctuX-

ZwntLd
Tb0?"™5
UOP's
"dl° Theatre' on
UUI s
south
campus,

ma,i°"

be

through the UOP Box Office
at 946-2UOP.

.. BRING IN THIS AD AND
VRECIEVE 5% OFF THE
» BEST PRICES IN TOWN
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589
Open Daily from I lam to 12 Midnight- Fri& SstTil lam

XOCHIHILCO
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fjalifarata ysw
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Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from the Bone
From the Ranch to Us

San Francisco's Bc« Hamburger
We use 100% ground fresh chuck.
The livestock is fed the purest
natural feeds without the use ol
growth hormones or antibiotics

Rotisscrie Chicken
will) Fresh Herbs

[ Barbequed Beef Sandwich
FINE

MEXICAN CUISINE

Tacos •Enchiladas •Tostadas Chiles Rellenos
Ctwnichangas • Floutas

from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisscrie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich

36 South San Joaqum Stockton. Ca

462-3784

LOWEST SUPPLEMENT PRICES

$25;00/iK*

BLT Sandwich
Hand cut Apple
Smoked Bacon

Now Serving

MONTH

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips

UNLIMITED
TANNING

Fresh Deep Fried Blue

UOP SPECIAL

Now Serving

Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL
SUPPLEMENTS
AND SERVICES
FOR STUDENTS

Salads
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
MilkShakes
Made with Real
Ice Cream
"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

(209)951-6299
4343 Pacific Ave Suite C-l
Stockton, CA 95207

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM, VISA, Dutwer & MmurCant

METRO.
ASUOP re-defines its organizational direction
ASUOP MISSION AND dent government that repre you are a dedicated individ
sents and advocates on ual, you should consider
VISION
On its quest to improve behalf of the student body, to joining one of the many
itself as an organization ded develop an environment administrative committees
icated to serving the stu where students can learn and here on campus. These com
dents, the officers of ASUOP exercise responsible leader mittees are made up of
had their annual retreat just ship, to promote clear chan administrators, faculty mem
before school started in nels of communication and bers, university staff mem
August. The retreat this year to broaden the students' bers and Students. These
the committees are designed to
was held at the Marin experiences beyond
periodically review and
Headlands Institute in the classroom.
STUDENT
INVOLVE improve a wide range of
San Francisco Bay Area. One
University services and pro
of the most productive out MENT
There are many ways to grams. The committees with
comes of the retreat was the
positions at
the
get
involved on campus. A open
new vision statement for
ASUOP. Hours of discussion primary way in which the moment are the Library
produced a focus for the students can voice their Committee, the Admissions
Financial
Aid
organization and it reads as opinion is by becoming a and
follows: The vision of part of the decision-making Committee, the Academic
ASUOP is to become interna process. If you are interested Regulations Committee, the
tionally recognized as a stu in voicing your opinions and Athletic Advisory Board,

amusement parkin
The trip is schei
October 10th and
sign up at the AS!
on the second lei
McCaffrey Center,
for the trip is $8 an
lunch.
The trip to San
to see the musical
is still on. The dat
moved and is now
for October 24th.
valued at $50 bul
only $30 to stud
current stickers. II
a Fall 1998 sticke
are an undergo
dent with more
units, feel free tc
cfirlror
fkp A^I'l

Residential Life and Housing
Committee, the Founders
Day Committee, and many
more that meet throughout
the semester. If you have an
interest or have questions
please contact the Student
Involvement Commissioner,
Crystal Barnard, in the
ASUOP office, or just stop by
the office fpr an application.
ASUOP is your student
body's link to the adminis
tration of UOP. The success
of that link depends upon
student involvement.
ASUOP PRESENTS
The ASUOP Programming
Board, known as "ASUOP
Presents" will be bringing
you a day trip to Camelot, an

Greek Life
A

B

\
^

^
r
K
A

Alpha Kappa Lambda
We hope that everyone
had a great time last weekend at Anti-Prohiibition,
we sure did. Have a good
3 day weekend. Best of
luck during the Greek
Week competitions. Stop
by our booth at Fall
Festival.

Alpha Phi Omega
Once again we congratu
late our new pledges. Stop
buy our booth at Fall Festival
next week, and sign up to be
a part of our Spring Pledge
Class. If you see us around
campus, don't hesitate to say
Hi! Have a safe and fun
weekend.

Phi Delta Theta
The Men of Phi
Theta would like to
nize our Fall pledg
We are confident th
will all do well in t!
several weeks. As
we welcome every
drop by our hous
some hoops or just sa

LLL offers computer class<
BUD SWANSON
Guest Writer

ftasdav, Ocicte8,1998
7:30 p.m. >,3l| iwi/
Presented by
v

WW

.'4.' t MasSttett Ssocto CA

(209) 464-4FOX
FAX (21)9) 462-2783

s* - ramn
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Why not take a Lifelong
Learning computer class
between now and fall finals
to brush up on your com
puter skills and enhance the
presentation of the papers
you still have to write?
If your schedule permits,
several computer classes
are
being
offered
on
Tuesdays, from 1:00-5:00
p.m. On
October 13,
Microsoft Word: Document
and Character Formatting
will teach you how to add
dynamic effects to Word
documents. Topics covered
include: text alignment,
fonts, font styles, bullets,
numbering graphics and
WordArt. Microsoft Excel:
Simply Spreadsheets, will
be offered on October 20,

and will introduce students
to the electronic spread
sheet. Topics include enter
ing data and values in cells,
formatting cells, SUM func
tion, composing formulas,
creating mailing labels, and
much more. This class will
be followed by Microsoft
Excel:
Formatting
and
Formulas on October 27
which will cover multiple
format options. Cost for
each of these non-credit
classes is $45.
If you are looking for a
computer class for credit,
you may want to consider
enrolling in Creating Your
Own Web Page, taught by
Dr. Jennifer Ross, Assistant
Professor in the School of
Engineering. In this class,
scheduled for October 24 &
25, from 9:00-5:00 p.m., you
will
learn
Flypertext

Markup Languaj
4.0) to create n
Web pages and le
post them on the
will create your
page, integrating
text,
images,
movies, links, t;
image maps. You
learn about \S
design considerai
to publicize yoi
how to track who
your page, and ti
Web developmt
available to speei
work. Cost for
extended educati
tive) unit class
which includes 1
materials.
For more inforr
these and othe:
offered through
Learning, call 94c

IE PAT;:
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IRA ZAMANSKY

kin I LENDAR EDITOR
-hedn 6-2114
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Thursday
[October 8, 1998
pvid Kneeling speaks

>an out, "Crossing the
:al "Q-J lllennium Rubicon:
late la le U.S. Latin America

Id the Fate of
Itions"

)W

i. Thej )rge Wilson Hall
nut wi |4S am
udenti

Saturday

Women's Volleyball
with CSU Fullerton

Spanos Center
7:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets

Monday
October 10, 1998
Valley Brewing
Company
"Watch your favorite
football teams every
Monday!

call 464-2739

Pacific Theatre Arts
presents "Vanities"

Wednesday
October 14, 1998
Folk Dance and Swingevery
wedneday
South Campus Gym
7:30 - 9:30 pm
call 847-4439

THE PACIFICAN
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Thursday
October IS, 1998
St. Joeseph's Medical
Center Classes
"Diabetes Medications"
6:30 -8:30 pm
call 461-5061

Tuesday

DeMarcus Brown Studio
ademic Council
October 13, 1998
Theatre
ker r; eeting
5:00
pm
ICaffrey Center Pine
Tuesday World Forum
call 946-2UOP for tickets
re )m
Timothy Zuniga Brown
to gf| tpm
of the U.S. State

pmen's Volleyball
ph U.C. Irvine
t. Spanos Center
M (Opm

1946-2UOP for tickets
hi e l
to re|
Friday

halt

ktober 9, 1998
ttific Theatre Arts
pents "Vanities"
Marcus
tatre

Brown

Studio

'pm

1946-2UOP for tickets

a

[ley Brewing
Fpany Blues Box
pun/ Delta Blues
11:00 pm

I "164-2739

Valley Brewing
Company
Heacnn' West
Rockin' Blues

7:00 - 10:00 pm
call 464-2739

Sunday
Oc t o ber 11, 1998
Catholic Mass

Morris Chapel
9:30 am

Men's Water Polo with
UC Davis
Chris Kjeldsen Pool
12:00 pm

Pacific Theatre Arts
presents "Vanities"
DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre
5:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets

Department in Cuba

Bechtel
International Center
12:00 pm
call 946-2650

Bishop Miller Lecture
Timo>th>
~
Jiy Zuniga
Brown
of the U.S. State
Department in Cuba

Bechtel
International Center
7:00 pm
call 946-2650

lay world Forum
Tuesday
Bruce La Brack,
Professor of
Anthropology
Bechtel
International Center
call 946-2650

Pacific Chamber
Ensembles

We give students a break!

Recital Hall
8:00 pm

Help Wanted
Mi needed- elem, hs subjects. Earn $15-20/hr. Jack or Joan (408) 227-6685

*SSSSTS:)£Z ®Ce

?"e„crpany-- Necd basiC offi"

I

evil, train in

-1 Properties unlimited (209) 752-4333.

For Sale

All Salon Services and Haircare Products
Adult Haircut reg. $10.95
MasterCuts

L^orey$4800/OBO CaB 477-9737 nr

fUHy loaded' new tires' power

everything!

ReGIS

N€$JS ffiMas.

Sherwood
Mall
4 7"7 H777
4 / / ~y J J J

SEBASTIAN

MasterCuts
t»niy haicuttsrs

6>«k Haircuts. Great Prices.

11

"W"
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Top Ten
Top ten signs
your RA may be
the devil himself
10) Gives Marilyn
Manson the
heebie-jeebies
9) Always tries to make
you eat an apple
8) Has both Spice Girl
CDs
7) Wrote you up for
reading the Bible
6) Their last TV lounge
activity was called "The
benefits of self mutalization"
5) Makes fun of all the
boys named Adam
4) Their room
number: 666
3) Warns that any of
those who don't obey
quiet hours will be con
demned to eternal
damnation
2) After attending the
last fraternity party you
overheard your RA say
ing, "Hell's going to be
an
overcrowded place
when all of them die"
1) They planned a
dorm field trip to Lodi

Compiled by
Julian Zabalbeascoa

I
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^
4
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( rentin# perfect harmony with their exquisite diamond formation, these four FA-18 Hornets truly sting the air.
Stockton with their presence, the six Blue Angel Naval pilots kept thousands of thrill seekers on their toes this vt
the Alex (i. Spanos Wings over Stockton Air Show. With necks craned for hours and jaws dropped, fans witness
show that proved to be an awe inspiring event, especially with special guest Bob Hope landing for a tribute.

Fresno is the hometown for Sparkl
JULIE ANTON
Staff Writer
With their first album
already a hit, and a second
CD on its way, the members
of the band Sparklejet are
making a name for them
selves.
They hail all the way from
good ole Fresno, California,
but don't hold it against
them. This mellow-yellow
group has a lot going for
them, including their central
Californian roots.
The music on their 1997
CD
Soap
has been
described by The Fresno Bee
as "stately rock 'n' roll with
touches of soul that falls
'M
somewhere between the
Wallflowers and Tom Petty.
I whole-heartedly agree
with Fresno's interpretation
of one of their own. 1 would
also venture to say that
Sparklejet combines the

agreeable sound of Matthew
Sweet with the energy of The
Bodeens. All of this aside,
Sparklejet also features some
folk and urban twang, which
helps remind listeners of the
band's humble beginnings.
This four-some is made up
of lead singer and guitarist
Victor Sotelo, guitarist Rich
McCulley,
bassist Mike
Mendoza, and drummer
Wade Krauss. McCulley, for
mer
member
of
the
Sacramento-based
group
Sweet Vine, got some help
on the Soap" album from
friend and former band
buddy Gary Skaggs. Skaggs
adds melodious piano and
organ
support
to
Sparklejet's already creative
sound.
Some radio ready songs
to listen for off of "Soap"
are "Prove Me Wrong" and
"Hand to Hold." My
favorite song on the album,

Collaborating fun & energy, Fresno's Sparklejet
hands down, is "Stone to
Step On" which I expect will
give this band their first hit
single. Although lead singer
Sotelo's singing voice is a

bit immature, th-,
catchy and easy :
stand. Check on:
at www.mesomev
/ sparklejet.

wr 8, 1998
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rhaps the best tasting pizza in Stockton

IA
YTArriADAr.i
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Writer

ving pizza, my friends
1. decided to go to
?l's New York Style
on Alpine. At Michael's
nosphore is very comie with booths and video

to start .....
our meal.» tl
The .bread.
was piled with mozzarella
which was a happily received
stringy mess when we bit into
it.
The pizzas come with your
choice of sauces; original red,
creamy garlic, or pesto. 1 chose
the creamy garlic sauce with
pepperoni as my topping and

one of my eating companions
chose the same
My other friend ordered a
pizza with pesto sauce, arti
choke hearts and olives. She
thoroughly enjoyed her pizza.
Some topping options are linguica, zucchini, Canadian
bacon, bell peppers, feta
cheese, pineapple and chicken.

' is a large mural of a
ork scene on the walls
-*lps to separate this
rant from all other pizza
,n town.
each ordered the
salad special. This is a
eal. For $5.50, you get a
al pizza with one topsalad, and a soda with
A medium one topping
s $11.45 and a large one
g is $13.70.
salad is a good size and
• given plenty of dressgo with it. We decided
the cheesy garlic bread Michael's IHzza delivers plenty ofsatisfactn m dunn* even mit.

onin" creates confusion

KA nDURKIN
iTDL'IXT
SSA
riter

mysterious man in a wheel
The best part of "Ronin" is
chair for an unknown Irish the relationship between
employer.
Vincent (Reno) and Sam.
Action Drama
The
movie resembles
Vincent
is a good-hearted
£ Robert De Niro, lean
"Mission Impossible" with its scamp and Sam is an
nd Natascha McElhone
specialist characters, foreign admirable and highly trained
d by John Frankenheimer
settings, and long and confus mastermind. The two build a
, 121 minutes
ing plot.
bond throughout the movie
The story twists and turns
?udal Japan, a hereditary and leaves a lot of questions. that is caring, rough, and
r class, known as samu- The audience must assume a funny. The wisecracks of the
und themselves to their history that is not explicit and men do not dull even at the
y a code of unquestion- accept an ending that is not end. Be prepared for an excru
edience and loyalty, completely clear. The viewer ciating crude surgical scene
{swore to protect their suspects that Sam (De Niro) is which embodies the trust and
md when they failed to an ex-CIA agent and has ulte intimacy between Sam and
they became Ronins, a rior motives in this crusade. Vincent.
Overall, "Ronin" is confus
red class of master-less But the motives are never
motivated by revenge made apparent. The unsettled ing and tiresome, but perhaps
this minors the complex and
ned for suicide,
issues in the movie are con weary spirit of terrorism and
is about a gang of founding and frustrating.
mafia. The claustrophobic
middle-aged, rogue
The long car chases are the photography also testifies to
are brought togeth- main action in "Ronin".
in a suitcase of infor- Although they begin wild and the fettered world of orga
wanted desperately by exciting, they last too long and nized lawlessness.
The final question is, "will
«sh terrorists and the are anti-climatic.
Sam be able to seek his
mob.
However, the "purr" of the
. man has his own spe- cars and the terrain they assail revenge within this world
There's the computer give the movie an interesting without ending up with the
strategic planner, the European flavor. A beautiful same fate as the long-lost
driver, the "you need it, old world French landscape Ronin?"
Best lines of the film: "Rule
et it" man (jean Reno), provides a grand setting for
number
one: If there ever is
the
thinker/ leader the intricate plot. The film
any
doubt,
then there is no
De Niro). Deirdre begins in the narrow streets of
doubt.
Rule
number two: I
ha McElhone) con- I aris, of quaint cafes, dingy
the group through a walls, and cobblestone streets. don't remember where 1
learned that."

When we left we were all
very full and perfectly satisfied.
Knowing I shouldn't do this
very often, I've been thinking
about going back every day
since. It's cheap, it's filling, and
it's very tasty.
Nutrition
excluded, it's the perfect meal.
FYI: Michael's is located at

2300 W. Alpine, one block east
on 1-5. They are open from
11:30am to 10:00pm MondayThursday, 11:30am to 11:00pm
Friday-Saturday, and 12:00pm
to 10:00pm Sunday. They were
voted Best in San Joaquin in
1991, 1993,1995, and 1997.

t l i ; sTvctUr
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AUTHENTIC
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
SANDWICHES • FRESH SALADS • SOUP
DRAFT BEER • WINES

$2.00 Off

j Any Large Pizza
I with coupon

2300 W. Alpine Ave
(1 Block From 1-5)
462-6668

one coupon
per pizza
j expires 1/31/99

Want To Make A
Difference in the World?

Start Here at UOP
Become a Resident Assistant
Or a Student Adviser
Positions Available for the 1999-2000 Academic Year
Applications are Available in Bannister Hall

Resident Assistants:
Office of Residential Life and Housing 2nd Floor
946-2331

Student Advisers:
Student Advising Center 1st Floor
946-2177

Deadline: Monday, October 12

LIVING
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Horoscopes
Aquarius

Pisces

Aries

(tvbnury 1|Jo VUrvh 20)
Advicr ntlM' tiVopmc (rum
»v*ry*hjfc
*«»u

(May 2! to iww 20) You ie
nuking *u*f y4uut.(hr xrnr*
move* irfWf
' Wtot your
linanualfv-.
low tie
may not Ml
h on a
pn>mi*e
•suits are

Cancer

^ncT

Libra

(Scptemhgf At to October 22)
You'll be-bufT^fei^ng «ome
thing* .1
'hi. week
An ltnpto>
ther to
atoo like
entertaming
^f'«m the
workplace
lMnrnd

E

Leo

(June 21 (g^u^22) An early
.tart thtvwtw^ jmmi. 4 lot of
thing* wdl >e-4.Wi|>li.hrd
Other* MW be iMpnpved by
you li<iAk|Ur Valuable

beet over the weetrnd

(April 21) to M.i\ 20) Take the
load in p)
get-together
of youn/rfe
the coming
weekend i
attention,
though.
tv
on-sense
health rul^n^.
to exhaust
yourself thief's
the job.

(NUrvh 21 to April 19) You
li.iw mijrr limrrtmy iron 111 the
fire ««.
ICM.
It
\hould
omplishment
you don't
vattrr
'jies. Accent
lollowthroti

up «o *
pbuf own
mind
*onufthing h.iK ^ t'icpA Ut.r in the
wrrk ItdvrfW^ rrfu*

Gemini

Taurus

(July 23 u» A' w*t 22) You'll
he adding
jssessions
lo your fioi
also dealing with
in
t domeslie into
delighted
by some
Ifulness. A
weekend getawity is romantic.

P'4Ce by

Scorpio

(August 23 to September 22)
You'll hear some big talk in
busines*
ek. Pleasure
outings Are
later on.
Take thh-'"5*
in romance.
You'll be
t with developments in a 3

Sagittarius

(October 23_iu November 21)
Try not to fu«urW>id in the
pursuit
Have a

Capricorn

(November 22 to December
21) You'U
g part of
this week,
project,
I'artncrgkirgrlui
it about
the use
». The
weekend
oly social
in\ ilaln.n

good HgiiWltuMt Voing to

excew D .))Og, lm*y yrr. it def
initely '.tViTi-.r mni-iiur ig a
plua during the wfvkrnd

(Decembet^lo January 19)
Partners work well as a team.
You may he trailing some
where together Sprprise news
affects ytlrir fli
picture,
This weekend I
ffor social-

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

Tad't vandalism revealed
something shocking about
the (>ainting. Adrian shared
ihildhood memories with
Opal as he comforted her. A
«d Janet and Trevor learned
Harold may have cancer.

Nicole saw Eric rip her
pholo and tried to apologize
for lying about her past.
Billic warned Greta if she
wants Bo in her life, she
must keep him away from
Hope.

General
Hospital

The Young
and the Restless

Stefan and Laura recalled
the night they met. Lucky,
l.iz, Nikolas and Emily went
In Manhattcn to search for
the blackmailer. Jerry blast
ed Jax for taking the rap for
crimes he didn't commit.

Michael learned who kid
napped him. Olivia decided
to learn more about Callie.
An insecure Ashley reacted
to seeing Cole and Victoria
together. Ruth considered
calling Chris.

Pacific Marketplace

'Maw open (My

A Jolly Good Time!

sandwiches, burgers, rotisserie, pastas, coffee

•Uaqucl 243
bedroom

Noon to 2 am Everyday

Bring UOP student ID and
receive 10% off food items
"t-

I' ldfic Ave.

•Darts
•Pinball
•Sports TVs
•World's Best
Microbrews
•Full Bar with
Daily Drink
Specials

jr

•Pak-tMtotong

•PoofSpe

Pool

• * I • ? *|« |
j
#ttTr,„

Best Value!
&sf Location!!

937-9743
*»«^0,OUMRunAp*1mwrt*

'

Special
Offer!

MOUNTAIHMlKES
C299) «74-7ro

•mow IWsnto,»| iv

TOR
MONDAY
NIGHT

3 TV's

rOOTBALL

At

20% OFF YOUR TOTAL B I L L
K<" F«VP<™ni far only W.99
••
LjrRtf specialty pu/j only $12.05
tW-T
M'M Of .tudr,,, |Q •

v

-"•» b

Dr •

. 357-6710

ONE HOUR

=

MARTINIZING
SI.10 Shirts
S3 off Comforters
S3 off Dry Cleaning
*"• JI2 outer or mine

<209) 477-4321
Robinhood Plaza

j^Rohinhopd & Pacific

Ave.

The
Junior
Mint
ALEX ZAMANSK
News Editor
Have you ever r
the similarity betw
flat tire and an i
shoe-lace? 1 mean,
shoelace gets untiec
have to stop and pull
the side of the road,
speak, and fix the
I lem. Same with a fk
Remember when i
was really in? For
reason it never caug
the same way C's C
did.
I haVe found that c
the worst things .
going to class is wl
goes by really slow. I
it when you look up <
clock and only three
utes have gone by.
can't really look at
watch because if the
sees you, they get so e
offended.
Changing the stibje
dishwashers, I would
to come out and say t!
have the worst one in
history of dish was!
This thing leaks so !
you could take a bath
the floor next to it, and
wouldn't need any s
because it spurts that:
out in white clumps.
Did anyone see thai
over by the levee •
week? At first 1 tH
that AKL was going
in a tremendous
Then I realized 1
wrong and that it wj
C-Section
of
Townhouses. No big
By the way, did ar
catch those fire fi
running down the
with that really long
I think that the
this year at the Sun
lacking a little. U nu-a
only do they chince'
the french fries (gh 'r
of last year's), but
take half an hour
make some chickef
ders. Oh well.

..

We're looking for thinkers. Not just their diplomas

Its all about making an impact.
Information Session-Wednesday. October 21. 7:00 - 9:00 p.m., Regent's
You know you're more than a piece
of paper. You're bursting with ideas and
^•sights that can change the world of
business. And at Andersen Consulting,
we want them.
As a leading global management and
technology consulting organization, we
bring our insights and ideas to world-

class clients to help them achieve
profound change. After all, it takes
powerful ideas to align strategy with
people, processes and technology.
We'll provide first-rate training and
guidance, and expose you to a vanety of
projects and industries. All of which builds
a solid foundation for your future.

Dining Room
Take this opportunity to talk to us about
yourself, and most importantly, your ideas.
Visit our Web site at www.ac.com

A

Andersen
Consulting

downing M-fl'bwMd

. -I

f
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AVCA Top 25

Women's Volleyball

Hi

Jennica Smith rains on UCSB for 33 kills in losing

ff v

Gauchos put up road block 15

Women's Volleyball Poll
1. Long Beach State
2. Penn State
3. Nebraska
4. UC Santa Barbara
5. BYU
6. Wisconsin
7. Stanford
8. USC
9. Florida
10. Hawaii
11. Pacific
12. Colorado
13. Texas
14. Loyola Marymount
15. Arkansas
16. Texas A&M
17. San Diego
18. Arizona

Tl- i h TO

19. Illinois
20. Ohio State
21. Louisville
22. Minnesota
23. Michigan State
24. Indiana
25. Kansas State

VIP

points short 14-16, to the match. Her prev:.«
wj
Gauchos in game four at the 84 also set last
UCSB.
kern
Career high kills from Thunderdome.
Cal Poly prow; Dav
The Gauchos improved to
Jennica Smith and Elsa
ter
showing foil
SI
Stegemann were not enough 14-1 overall (3-1 Big West)
and
black as tr> if le*
for the Tigers' roadshow at with the win.
Sara Bronson chipped in 12 Mustangs 9-15, |qp
Note: Pacific did not
UCSB last weekend.
ien<
move from the No. 11
Smith and Stegemann com kills and 16 digs while team 15-9 last Friday
spot this week despite
bined for 64 kilis against the mate Danielle shinn added 11 Obispo
a win at Cal Poly and a
host Gauchos who took the kills and 10 digs but it was not Smith again pacw fro
with 19 and 1!
loss at No. 4 UCSB.
r b
match 15-5, 15-8, 14-16, 16-14.
16
1
4
1
5
15
UCSB
Long Beach State over
tively.
TX
Roberta Gehlke put down 31
took Penn State at No. 1
UOP was outh I: kills and Katie Crawford Pacific 5 8 1 6 1 4
for the first time this
and
outblocked
f
tossed in 29 of her own for 60
season.
of the Gauchos' 102 kills. Both enough. Stegemann's 31 kills Poly but still ma:, ml
teams hit extremely well, with (in 57 total attacks) was good ry. Smith hit .351, a |jne
|
UCSB's hitting percentage enough for a .404 hitting per the team andshe
he I
centage but setter Tanja on the season.
.359 to the Tigers' .342 clip.
UC Irvine (too is s
After losing games one and Dimitrijevic (7-for-14, .429)
p.m.)
and Cal Stai rpa
two, the Tigers snuck a 16-14 was the only other Tiger to hit
(Saturday
at 7 p.r
above
.400
for
the
match.
game three win past the
Gauchos. Pacific (10-3 overall, Dimitrijevic also set a career on the Tigers this
lev
2-2 Big West) came up two high with 85 assists for the Spanos Center.
3-1
Flag Football Standings
Given Dil's
vi
1-1-1
km
ilie
Mii
ivk
5-1
Phi Delt
minute off an
shared the shutout.
ha!
Soccer Standings
Continued from page 20
Bailers
Senior Natalie Dorr spoke of Natalie Dorr.
Wl
Men's
AA
Plkeyt/ '"J
played more ball control Idaho's performance, "they Brooke Kentera kid le
falcons
3-0
Physical 'l'er.
offense but still got two more were not good at all and it was the back of the net thei
Q8
#K| 3-1
goals from freshman Monica easy to score because their minute and Nikk ' ac
2-2-1
Heelspurs 2
Men's B NFC
Pires and Woolgar hit a 35- defense didn't even mark up." Dorr assisted on big
Borgorossu
1-3-1
Kappa Psi Beta
goalkew
On Sunday the Tigers took Junior
yard chip shot over the goalie's
Omianon
head in the last couple minutes on Boise State. Senior Wendy McCaskey earned' in
1
H*
Mens' A
Kappa I'si Alpha
Woolgar scored her 100th shutout.
of regulation.
Ploi Delt
W;
4-0
Phi I>eltn Chi
The Tigers trav for
All three Pacific goalies Kim career point on a first half goal
Red Star
"
,3-1
Texas
on Oct. 9 ex y t
as
the
Tigers
won
2-0.
McCaskey,
Melissa
Pike
2-2-1
Men's B AFC
Woolgar scored in the eighth on Oct. 11.
Montgomery and Erica Bayley
en*
4-0
Six Pack Attack
1-2-1
Phi Delt
tt
3-2
Casa Werner
1 Mt
Kandi
Man
'wcr
capacity,
but
the
60-70
of
us
at
3-2
Men's B Pu In Sai
Continued from page 20
Michael Okw|
the game occasionally get
1-3
Tell Ya Latter
3-0-1
Price House
see much. At least he proved to thirsty/hungry. If they hire one me the opportir" rip
Johnny B. Goodes
2-1-1
fo
person to sell the stuff, they view him over
me that he can play the game.
1-1
Phi Delt
Women's
could make some money on it. Actually, his a- fllh
The good, the clutch and
0-4
3-0
Sintonia
Delta G
(someone hired r
Spirit for soccer
the ugly
babysit him) tela
For
a
good
minute
or
two
at
The good: UOP women's
now Michael
Friday's
soccer
game,
I
felt
a
volleyball beat Cal Poly last
from
doing
unit)'
with
the
rest
of
the
fans.
Friday 9-15,15-10,15-5,15-9 on
Opening
because
he'
A
rhythmic
clapping
began
the road.
Soon for
t'ernando's ®
The clutch: Jennica Smith and as I joined in others did the same questx*
and Elsa Stegemann both had too. We may have just been try NBA is still kvL
Sunday
career highs with 33 and 30 ing to keep warm, but a sense has nothing to *
kills respectively at UCSB last of school pride enveloped us guess I'll try agar
Breakfast
mex-sorifhueoeftt cuixine
next time, he ca." C
all. Niiice.
Saturday.
better reason tha*
Gut check time
The ugly: They lost that
Gut check for women's vol out." Tel! me \w'
• Qucsadillas
match to UCSB 15-5, 15-8, 14• Yucatan chicken
leyball:
With a match against on-1 with far*"
16, 16-14 behind the Gauchos'
• Fish tacos
• Steak tajitas
Stanford
coming up at the Jabbar or that «*
Katie Crawford (29 kills) and
Spanos
Center
(Oct. 20) they rap album ivir *
Roberta Gehlke (31 kills).
"A fresh flavorful up-grade
must
reach
inside
themselves you don't like
No soft drinks
to the Miracle Mile..."
to
figure
out
if
they
can play hasn't even had
is
no
snack
bar
at
There
Stockton Record
women's soccer games in with the top teams in the camp and the ere*
w
Stagg Stadium. Albeit the nation. So far they haven't was cancelkxi
Mon - Sat 11 am to 2 pm & 5 pm to ** pm
x
excuse is worn
(209) 465-4451 attendance may not be to proven it.
Zlll Pacific Avenue Stocktaiv CA 95204
THE PACIFICAN

Intramural Sports
Roundup
i

Soccer

1?

Comer-

Oj

Santa fe cafe
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ispired play helps team win
ID CATTIVERA
Writer
|w.i> a very important
lend for the Tigers playp.ivis & Elkins at home
St. Louis away at
pTs first game of the
lend w as against Davis &
who traveled all the
West Virginia only
beaten by the mighty
and help improve
s record to 3-1.
first half of the game
intense, yet the score
at a 0-0 tie. Ball
ol by Pacific all throughle first half kept Davis &
s struggling to keep the
paws out of their goal,
len
halftime came
the Tigers knew they
> work together to come
victorious. Freshman
Dukett said that durthe team disbringing up the intenlevel and "gelling"
as a cohesive unit,
accomplished their goal
in the second half
and well-rested.
Phalen was having a
defensive game, but
to leave with an
to the mouth. After
s injury. Pacific hudtogether as a team,
later said that their
was induced in order
the team focus and
for Phalen.
Vechinski scored on a
corner with assists by

Leanne Tan takes a whack at it Saturday in a victory.
Sarah Wright and Breanne Louis.
Shroyer with 16:09 to play. A
Coming off the huge win,
few minutes later, the Tigers the Tigers went into this game
scored again, this time with their fiercest game faces
putting the game out of reach on.
Sophomore Monica
for Davis & Elkins. Wright Douglas scored an unassisted
scored off a pass from Laura goal with 17:41 left in the first
Clark.
half. At 19:38 remaining in
the second half, St. Louis tied
Davis & Elkins
the game up and sent it to OT.
Pacific
Clark scored the game-win
Freshman goaltender Lisa ning goal with the assist from
Beach recorded three saves Wright with 7:38 left in OT.
for the Tigers, acquiring her
Beach had another strong
second shutout of the season. game in goal, recording 11
Pacific outshot D & E, 10-4.
saves. Pacific returns to action
It was UOP's first NorPac on Saturday, Oct. 10 against
Conference win. Pacific had a Stanford at 1 p.m. at home.
game the next day, vs. St.
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Coif
Continued from page 20

able to pull off more shots that
are impossible than anybody
I've ever seen. He's aLso got an
unbelieveable putting touch."
"I try and make every putt,"
said Preeo. "I practice my
putting more than anything
else."
Preeo, a Stocktonian, was
the Big West Conference indi
vidual champion last season
with three rounds of 72,73 and
72 in the conference tourney.
Preeo is poised to make some
serious noise on a national
level.
"This year we'd like to win
the Big West Tournament
again," Preeo said. "More
importantly we'd like to go to
the NCAA Championship."
Bruhns path to Pacific Ls dif
ferent than most. At 27, Bruhns
is one of the oldest Division I
athletes in the nation, Ballmer
estimates. Bruhns, known as
"Flo" by his teammates, fin
ished grade 13 in Germany
and went directly into the
army at age 21.
"There's a special body of
the army, it's called Sports
Soldier," Bruhns said. "All you
do is just play golf... I did it for
three years and it doesn't count

for my eligibility."
In Germany, Bruhns heard
from his friend, former UOP
golfer Herbert Forster, that he
should try out for the team
Last season Bruhns won the
49er Collegiate Classic and
he'll look to add to his five top
twenty finishes.
Widmer, originally from
Canada, might have the most
talent on the squad. Despite his
galactic drives from the tee,
inconsistency rankled Widmer
last season as he never finished
higher than 33rd.
"He hits the ball an absolute
Canadian mile," said Ballmer,
who feels that Widmer's game
"needs to mature."
Widmer knows this and is
ready to accept the challenge.
"1 want to help the team out
more by shooting the lower
scores," Widmer said. "You
can lose by one shot."
After a two month layoff,
the Spring season will begin
and Pacific will play in six
tournaments before NCAA
Regionals and Nationals.
"We try to put everything
we can into every tourna
ment," Ballmer said, "because
every tournament matters at
this level."

Midnight Mania returns
E PACIFICAN
diversity of the Pacific will tipoff the start of the 1998-99 basketball season with the secannual Midnight Mania celebration in the Main Gym on Friday Oct. 16 at 11:00 p.m.
he official start of NCAA basketball practice is Oct. 17. The event will give fans a sneak
new of both the men's and women's basketball teams.
>ne lucky fan will have the chance to make a basket and win $10,000. The fan will be
cted at random. Midnight Mania will feature introductions and performances by the
rr Pep Band, Pacific Cheerleaders and UOP Dance Team.
here will also be a three-point shooting contest with fans selected at random to partici? and win prizes. I he teams will be introduced and there will be a team slam dunk conand three-point shooting contests followed by team scrimmages,
here will be Round lable Pizza for fans who arrive early. Admission is only $1 and enters
l fan into the random selection of the $10,000 shot contest.

Flo Bruhns sizes up his putt at Stockton Country Club.

This Week in Sports
Thursday Oct. 8
Women's Volleyball: Pacific vs. UC Irvine, 7 p.m. (Spanos
Center)
Saturday Oct. 10
Women's Volleyball: Pacific vs. Cal St. Fullertoa 7 p.m.
Field Hockey: Pacific vs. Stanford, 1 p.m. (Brookside)
Sunday Oct 11
Men's Water Polo: Pacific vs. UC Davis, Noon (Kjeldsen
Pool)

http://paiiflcan. u n | >
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C'S CORNER
C. COLT0N
Sports Editor
hplmion <1 Stagg
UM' WHWn'* vxxvt I* hav
ing the opposite at a scoring
drought. Ihry'rv having an
explosion. List I ndav. I figured
the Ilgers could manage four
goaN against the nub-par Idaho
\ andak il wan b-0 at halftime
Thev went iwi to rout Idaho H-0
And Natalie Dorr ruined the
Vandals for a hat trick (that's
three goals for all you sport*
wannabe*). Thrv a No blanked
Stair 2-0 last Sunday. In
their la*t four matches, UOP han
•cored 17 goaln. Seventeen
giwln' LXm't ju*t beat the oppo
nent ladies, demoralise them!
tXwr oven earned Big \W-st
Ilayer of the IVhi for her unbe
lievable effort!
A day on the link*
Photographer
Scotty
"Stubble King" Kaufmann and
I ran «*Jt to get some photon anil
intrrvtew* imm the boy* on the
UOP men'* golf team lant
Friday lite pro shop over at
Stockton Country Club hooked
u* up wtth a smooth nde (a
I*® Vimaha) a* we cleaned
down the tram im hold two
and thnv While interviewing,
***"•* erf the golfer* and I had to
duck and cover an someone
shnufod "ForeT I wan nearly
vnarkrd by a transient guff Ml
a firm vnhiir mtrrMmmng
T.B. the aouthpaw
Men'» goff onwh Ted Ballmer
"**>'
been nhovn ing off for
me whm hr nailed a 40-nh foot
fxm in between epmtfon*. He t»
*
whtch you don't
k* Comer. pogt 18

Golf coach Ted Balk

with Canadian Wes
and local guy Jason I
ing up the competitic
Wolf, another junior
and senior Florian B
German import, drive
and has a very consM
game. Wolf was solidw
finishes at under pare
year.
Preeo and BruhnsJ
consistent golfers last
with 73.45 and 73.66
holes averages respect
being counted on.
"Jason Preeo is a!
superstar," said Balln*
See Coif, l

Poly. They have also outscorvd
league competition 17-1 in
those three games.
Pacific head coach Keith
Coleman said, "During halftime I told my players to act
professional and work on ball
in the second half, and
HM -''so try to imagine
Idaho
U l*nv it would feel if
Pacific
K| >"°u ww in the other
foam's position."
The first Mf scoring consist
ed of* hat trick by senior
Natalie Dorr, two goals by
fonior Jamie Lucchesi, and a
goal by senior Wendy Woolgar
•n the second half Pacific
*** Soccer, page 18

' Z?""1'"

Monica

rires (8) avoids the Boise State 3

